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The 2024 year is upon us and we enter 55 years of Yar-Craft. New for 
2024 is the 210 TFX. While we don’t know where this will stand in the 
industry’s eye, it has undoubtedly carried on the revolutionary aspects 
and innovations that were brought out in the 219 series. As we are 
continuing to expand on the innovative floor plans we started with the 
2095 BTX and the 219 TFX. It also carries that same 209 hull template 
we revised to improve that rough water ride, which is unparalleled in the 
multi-species market. 
Looking back, our 219 TFX was “the Most Innovative Freshwater 
Fiberglass Fishing Boat” for 2020, and our Bass Cat Puma STS received 
that honor in 2022. Those were back-to-back innovation awards, as there 
were no 2021 awards during Covid. The 2095 was a Boat and Motor 
Dealer highlighted “Top Product” before that. And we are committed to 
Yar-Craft continuing that innovative development well into the future. 
While we have many years behind us now with Yar-Craft, that path laid 

a framework for new thoughts, products and developments that are a 
foundation to build on going forward. The foundation we mention is that 
of our injection in this iconic heritage. 
It started with Jack Dallman’s dream in 1969 and continues through all of 
us today. We still get images of those 1970’s and 1980’s Yar-Craft’s which 
are one owners. Often those have been in their family for decades. As 
with anything times change and we move on. 
Then the world changed and we stepped back for several years, as 
now we enter more normal times. Back at work, open offices and all 
as financing and interest are back to slightly below normal levels. 
Unfortunately, so is the time we all spend outside. It’s easy to forget that 
slower pace and tight-knit circle we enjoyed during the tail end of that 
quarantine era. We should continue and spend time outdoors together. 
When movies, trips and vacations ended, we found time on the water to 
enjoy ourselves. That tighter bond should not only be a memory. 

No doubt in 55 years Yar-Craft has seen an ever so present state of change. 
Change is something we are not familiar with. Here at Yar-Craft our goal is 
to continue the service and consumer experience we have been known for. 
One that is well documented and has a standard of excellence beyond the 
marine business. As much as our quality, we hope it is a main reason you 
desire to be in our brand. Our service satisfaction and consumer loyalty 
scores outpace the marks of most any company. This team is focused on 
retaining that impeccable standard of excellence and carrying this through 
to our dealers.  
We’ve proven our commitment. That extends beyond to a commitment of 
continued development, as we strive to improve. A commitment to quality in 
construction and components, as for us there is no status quo. The drive to 
excellence will always secure this brand and support your choice. “Building 
Boats” based on a commitment to a higher power and “Making Life Better”. 
Better for you, our dealers, our staff and better for the world overall.  

Thank you for considering our product as your family’s multi-species rig. 
We hope you find it suits you well, and our goal is to exceed all of your 
boating needs. 

God Bless and Good Fishin’,

Rick
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BRAVE THE WAVESIGNATURE PERFORMANCE

An aggressive entry and strategically tapered deadrise 
allows you to literally split waves, maintaining position 
to contact the next set correctly. Spray is turned down 
to stay comfortable and dry. Stability built into the hull 
helps everyone onboard without sacrificing rough water 
performance.

WAVE-CRUSHING ENTRY

Boat response and behavior while fishing is just as 
important as our famous ride. The ability to maintain 
position in adverse conditions is paramount for a successful 
day. Input from serious fishermen, including several from 
the R&D department, continues to evolve the lineup.

FISHING PLATFORM

Recent modifications have enhanced maneuverability and 
control required to excel in all conditions. Superior agility 
and strength helps power through the roughest reservoir 
chop or finesse the giant swells of the Great Lakes. We’re 
perfecting a hull that fears no wave, and can flat out run 
when the conditions allow.

RUNNING SURFACE

The trollers appreciate the full-width layout with re-pitched 
decks providing comfort and stability in adverse conditions. 
No shortage of storage across the back decks to keep an 
efficient workflow from anywhere in the boat. Quick access 
to tools and nets allow a clutter-free environment.

FULL-WIDTH COCKPIT LAYOUT
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The 219 TFX, 210 TFX and 2095 BTX use custom-matched 
stringers, floors and transoms which are pulled together 
using massive vacuum pumps. This creates our famous 
one-piece hull design that you can truly feel as you power 
through a chop.

VACUUM PROCESS HULL ASSEMBLY

We incorporate a premium Vinyl Ester Resin in the barrier 
coat underneath our high quality gel coat. This adds rigidity 
to the hull and prevents hydrolysis which is the number 
one cause of blistering and cracking.

PREMIUM VINYL ESTER RESIN

Strategic steps utilizing high atomization and a wet flake 
application. We take our time during this process to ensure 
consistency and detail. This gives our boats the look, feel 
and consistency that is unmatched in our industry.

QUALITY GEL COAT APPLICATION

The 219 TFX, 210 TFX and 2095 BTX use vacuum molded 
transoms that extends the entire width of the boat. No 
fillers are used as we set into wet fiberglass to secure 
them to the hull.

FULL-WIDTH TRANSOM STRENGTH

BRAVE THE WAVESIGNATURE CONSTRUCTION

10 YEAR TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY
HULL • TRANSOM • FLOOR • STRINGERS



There’s a reason the 219 TFX was awarded the *Most Innovative Fiberglass 
Fishing Boat in its debut. We put our best efforts into our most popular 
model from the inside out. We built this rig fresh from the ground up on 
our solid 219 hull platform. The internal vacuum assemblies are all new 
and transfer energy to experience wave-crushing power. At the stern, 
the full-width fiberglass transom gives enough strength to handle up to 
400 HP outboards. A re-pitched rear deck and cockpit reducing fatigue, 

increasing both drainage and comfort. Inset consoles extend the cockpit, 
offering large storage areas and there are even two locations for 12 volt, 
19qt Engel coolers. The layout has four (4) layers of rod locker organization 
extending up to 9’. Added to that are cushioned decks with foam flooring. 
This boat has already earned it’s reputation in big water and today, it’s 
even better than ever. Take advantage of each day in almost any weather 
with the 219 TFX. It is a Wave Crusher! 

Rigid, all-fiberglass console design with 
integrated net and ruler storage. Large 
storages underneath both consoles.

3

Full-width rear fishing cockpit ideally 
suited for trolling with multiple guests.

4

4-tier rod storage with TM battery and 
charger access below. Accommodates 
rods up to 9’ in length.

2

Raised, low-profile front deck with recessed 
foot pedal. All-fiberglass lids featuring 
custom decking and stainless latches.

1

Length ............................ 21 ft 6 in
Beam ........................................ 97 in
Hull Weight .............. *2200 lbs
Fuel Capacity ................. 60 gal
H.P. Range ................250-400
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*NOTE: Dry weight without trolling 
motor,  control boxes, graphs, 
hydraulic plate and options.

KING
BIG WATER
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Updated all-fiberglass dash and 
6X wheel with extra room for flush 
mounted graphs and accessories.

3

Large rear deck with lighted storage 
flanks a high volume recirculating livewell. 
Integrated tool/cup holders nearby.

4

Three-tier lighted rod storage with easy 
access to a large trolling motor battery/
charger access panel.

2

All-fiberglass lids with full Reflex® deck. 
Finished boxes, cushioned with additional 
Reflex® liners.

1

Our 210 TFX has stepped up to match its award-winning, 21.5′ brother in form and 
function, with a slightly smaller footprint. The iconic hull design picks through 
choppy seas like a knife while offering all the control you need to finesse your 
next big water trophy. Fit with all-new internal assemblies including a full-width, 
vacuum-molded transom to handle a complete accessory suite, keeping you 
versatile no matter where you travel across the walleye belt. New top deck updates 

abound, sure to improve comfort, storage and efficiency. A convenient passenger 
console net scabbard/ruler holder helps keep the deck clutter free with twin tool 
holders molded into the rear deck. All main compartments are generously lit and 
cushioned with Reflex box mats. Enjoy more room on both decks and the cockpit 
over it’s predecessor. The 210 TFX is primed to hit a sweet spot for many anglers 
looking to maximize the potential from the 20’foot category.

*NOTE: Dry weight without trolling 
motor,  control boxes, graphs, 
hydraulic plate and options.
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Length .......................... 20 ft 6 in
Beam ........................................ 97 in
Hull Weight ................ *2120 lbs
Fuel Capacity ..................50 gal
H.P. Range ................200-300
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Secondary rod box capable of holding 
multiple rods over 9’ in length.

3

Convenient net scabbard with built-in 
ruler, tool and cup holder.

4

Huge LED lighted storage boxes with 
additional 8’ rod storage on the front deck 
of the 2095 BTX.

2

Livewell, baitwell and dry storage 
surround the electronics/control center. 
Easy access from the driver seat.

1

This is a special boat for a specialty market. It is one of the most versatile layouts 
in the multi-species arena, offering pinpoint control and maneuverability in 
both forward and reverse. The 2095 BTX is known for unparalleled drifting 
and spot-holding characteristics seasoned backtrollers appreciate. Tiller 
anglers demand their boats act as an extension of themselves to effortlessly 
deliver their lure presentations under any conditions. The precise turns 

and tracking of the 2095 provide that experience. A large front deck places 
you on point with the recessed pedal tray and an adjacent day box for 
convenience. The seamless layout flows into the rear command center, 
with access to the built-in tool/ruler/net scabbard. Couple that with the 
signature Yar-Craft ride and you’re ready for any adventure. 

*NOTE: Dry weight without trolling 
motor,  control boxes, graphs, 
hydraulic plate and options.
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Length ............................ 20 ft 1 in
Beam ........................................95 in
Hull Weight ..............*2000 lbs
Fuel Capacity ................. 40 gal
H.P. Range ....................115-200
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Two-tier rod storage (7’6” max) with 
easy access to trolling motor batteries 
below.

3

Large recirculating l ivewell  with 
integrated bait bucket holder and custom 
stainless latches.

4

All-fiberglass dash with under-console 
storage with removable, lockable doors.

2

Wide front deck with carpeted lids and 
storage. Extremely stable fishing platform.

1

A 186 TFX ensures stability, room and comfort for all passengers. The 
cockpit is expanded above, and beyond, all other models. Allowing 
freedom for the entire family to move about and enjoy their day on the 
water. Multiple rod storage areas exist, allowing for a well-organized 
vessel. All main storage compartments are carpeted to protect your 

gear and dampen sound. This boat is just as comfortable running a 
large open water spread or sneaking into the shallows for an evening 
of fun. For those desiring a shorter footprint, you won’t be sacrificing 
big water confidence. You can rely on the 186 TFX for a complete family 
or competitive platform.

*NOTE: Dry weight without trolling 
motor,  control boxes, graphs, 
hydraulic plate and options.
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Length ............................ 18 ft 6 in
Beam ........................................99 in
Hull Weight ................ *1925 lbs
Fuel Capacity ................. 40 gal
H.P. Range ..................150-200
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210 TFX SP (SPECIAL PACKAGE)

SP STANDARD FEATURES

 » Your choice of custom colors, loaded with proven accessories
 » 10-Year transferable hull warranty
 » Proven tournament performance
 » 4” C-channel tandem axle trailer with dual axle brakes
 » Free QUEST Tournament Rewards membership

 » Humminbird Helix 9 MEGA DI

 » Helix 9 CHIRP MEGA SI

 » Humminbird Ethernet Cable

 » LakeMaster Regional Card

 » Keel Guard

 » ProMariner 1-Bank Charger

 » Minn Kota 3-Bank Charger

 » Digital-Matched Gauges

 » 60” Minn Kota Terrova 112lb iPilot

 » SS Boarding Ladder

 » R&R Manual 8” Jackplate

 » Full Windshield

 » Lighted Livewells

 » Tilt Helm w/Teleflex Steering

 » Four (4) R&R Aluminum Battery Trays

 » ProGuide AGM Cranking Battery
2024 SP comes standard with Mercury 250 Pro XS® Four Stroke.

Other engine options available. Optional equipment shown. Standard 
features may change without notice. See dealer for details.

Optional equipment shown on this page

TRAILER OPTIONS

Welded to Fit Construction
5” C - Channel Frame - US Steel uu

4” C - Channel Frame - US Steel uu uu uu

Spare Wheel & Tire
Galvanized Aluminum Frame (torsion axles std) uu uu uu uu

Steel Fenders with Tuff Coat Finish uu uu uu uu

Ratchet Tie Downs uu uu uu uu

Tandem Axle uu uu uu uu

Single Axle NA NA NA uu

Pivot Tongue (not available on aluminum frame) uu uu uu uu

Dutton-Lainson Pivot Jack & Winch uu uu uu uu

DOT-3 Brake Fluid & Vault Hubs uu uu uu uu

Disc Brakes - One Axle NA NA NA uu

Disc Brakes - Both Axles uu uu uu uu

LED Lighting uu uu uu uu

Back-Up Light uu uu uu uu

Side Loading Bolsters (not available on aluminum frame) uu uu uu uu

Grab Post and Step System uu uu uu uu

Spare Hub - Non Brake Hub uu uu uu uu

Spare Tire w/Carrier uu uu uu uu

2
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uu = Optional    uu = Standard    NA = Not Available

Pivot Tongue LED Lighting Throughout

Steel Frame - Tuff Coat Finish

Galvanized Aluminum Frame Option

Grab Post & Step System

FEATURES / ACCESSORIES

TRAILER FRAME OPTIONS

TRAILER FEATURES

210 TFX SPECIAL PACKAGE

Options and standard features may change without notice. 
Parts and accessories in stock at our online store. 

YarCraftStore.com 

CUSTOM COVERS
&
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Yar-Craft makes every effort to ensure accuracy in the options and accessories 
of these models. We reserve the right to alter options and features based on 

vendor changes and model evolutions throughout the model year.

EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIESOPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
 NC = No Charge  NA = Not Availableuu = Optional    uu = Standard   

100% All Fiberglass Hull Construction uu uu uu uu

Vinyl Ester Resin on 60% - all outer laminate uu uu uu uu

Foam Filled Stringer System uu uu uu uu

All Molded Fiberglass Consoles uu uu uu uu

Engine and OEM Matched Controls (non Verado) uu uu uu uu

Digital Engine Matched Gauges uu uu uu uu

Quicksilver Matched Analog Gauge Package uu

Hydraulic Steer (Tilt Helm) uu uu uu uu

High Performance 6X Steering Wheel uu uu NA uu

Engine Matched Propeller uu uu uu NA
4 Gauge Tinned Wiring for Trolling Motor uu uu uu NA
6 Gauge Tinned Wiring for Trolling Motor uu

Battery Tender Trolling Motor Plug uu uu

Trolling Battery Voltage Gauge uu uu uu

Center Rod Box with Organizer uu uu uu

Pump-in & Pump out/ Recirculation livewells uu uu uu uu

Auto & Manual Aeration uu uu uu uu

In-Line Livewell Pump Filter uu uu

300mm Zipwake Interceptor System uu uu uu uu

Kicker Engine Mounting uu uu uu

Gas Cylinders On Locker Doors uu uu uu

Slidemaster Manual Jackplate - 6 bolt - 8in setback uu uu uu uu

Jack Plate - Atlas with Gauge 4in or 8in uu uu uu uu

Jack Plate - Bobs 6” & 8” - with Gauge (black) uu uu uu uu

Teleflex Pro Trim - Single or Dual Stalk uu uu uu

MinnKota Ulterra, Terrova, Quest - 60in 24v, 36v uu uu uu uu

Minn Kota Ulterra, Terrova 72in - 24v, 36v uu uu uu uu

Power-Pole Move MV-ZR, MV-PV 60in (black) uu uu uu uu

Power Pole Move MV-PV 72in (black) uu uu uu uu

Garmin Force 100 57in uu uu uu uu

Lowrance Ghost 57in uu uu uu uu

Power-Pole Blade 8’, 10’ uu uu uu uu

Minn Kota Raptor 8’, 10’ Active Anchoring uu uu uu uu

PP or MK Wireless Stomp Switch uu uu uu uu

STRENGTH & PERFORMANCE
Chart reflects packaged boat options & accessories

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
 NC = No Charge  NA = Not Availableuu = Optional    uu = Standard   

Walk-Thru Windshield uu uu uu

Sport Windscreen uu

Automatic Bilge uu uu uu uu

1000 GPH Pumps uu uu uu uu

Boat Ventilation System uu uu uu

Marine Town Latches SS Cam Action uu uu uu uu

Perko Latches w/Locks on Storages uu

Integrated Stainless Steel Boarding Ladder uu uu uu uu

Interactive Digital Switch Panel uu uu

Tinned Wire 6 - Gauge Graph Harness with Bus Bars uu uu uu uu

Minn Kota 4 Bank Charger uu uu uu uu

Minn Kota 3 Bank Charger uu uu uu uu

Power-Pole CHARGE uu uu uu uu

ProMariner 3-Bank Battery Charger uu uu uu uu

R & R Custom Alum. Battery Cage uu uu uu uu

Aluminum Battery Trays w/Strap uu uu uu uu

Cranking Battery Shut-Off Switch uu uu uu uu

Master Power Switch At Dash uu uu uu uu

Cranking Battery Pro-Guide AGM CA1050 uu uu uu uu

Pro-Guide Lithium Deep Cycle uu uu uu uu

USB Power Outlet at Dash uu uu uu uu

Glove Box USB Port uu uu uu

Integrated LED Push Button Deck Lighting uu uu uu uu

JL Audio Media Center w/ Speakers uu uu uu uu

Clarion Audio Media Center uu uu uu uu

AVAILABLE GRAPH OPTIONS BELOW
Humminbird Helix 7, 9, 10, 12, 15 CHIRP MDI GPS uu uu uu uu

Humminbird Helix 7, 9, 10, 12, 15 CHIRP MSI GPS uu uu uu uu

Humminbird Solix 10, 12, 15 CHIRP MSI GPS uu uu uu uu

Lowrance Elite FS 7, 9 uu uu uu uu

Lowrance HDS Pro 10, 12, 16 uu uu uu uu

Garmin ECHOMAP Ultra 106sv, 126sv uu uu uu uu

Garmin GPSMAP 8610xsv, 8612xsv, 8616xsv uu uu uu uu

SAFETY/SECURITY/ELECTRONICS
Chart reflects packaged boat options & accessories

4 5 6

1 2 3

7 8 9

Radiance Package - Fluorescent uu uu uu uu

Reflex Box Mats uu uu

Carpeted Front Storage uu

Insulated Ice Chest 2 2 1 1
Fully Insulated Deck Lids uu

32” Measuring Board uu uu uu uu

3600 Tackle Tray Organizer uu uu uu uu

Dual Rod Straps - Yar-Craft uu uu

Retractable Rod Buckles uu uu uu

Custom Foam Complete Deck uu uu uu

Custom Foam Cockpit Insert uu

Recessed Motor Foot Pedal uu uu uu

Foot Control Insert uu uu uu

16 Ounce Marine Carpet (color: Midnight Star) uu

Bow Day Box uu uu

Interior Lighted Boxes uu uu uu

Livewell Lights uu uu uu uu

Tool Holder(s) uu uu uu

Personalized Embroidery on Butt Seat uu uu uu uu

Hamby Keel Protector uu uu uu uu

Keel Guard uu uu uu uu

(2) Aluminum Hand Rails uu uu

42” Stainless Hand Rails uu uu uu

18in Stainless Hand Rails uu uu uu uu

Air Ride Pedestals 2 2 1 2
28” Rear Bench Seat w/Slide uu uu uu

Butt Seat w/Pro Pole uu uu uu uu

(3) Centric Fold Down Chairs uu uu uu uu

Yar-Craft Boot Decal uu uu uu uu

Wash Down System uu uu uu uu

Tow/Ski Bar (includes base) uu uu uu

Transom Troll Panel uu

Pop Up Cleats uu uu uu uu

(2) Mooring Flip Cleats uu uu

Lockable Cockpit Wall Storage uu uu uu

Stainless Steel Drain Plug uu uu uu uu

Rear Ergonomic Deck Angles uu

Rod Butt Slots (Front Deck) uu uu

Space Saver Rod Access (cockpit) uu uu uu

Passenger Grab Handle uu uu uu uu

Dip Net Scabbard uu uu uu

CUSTOM & COMFORT

1. Zipwake Interceptor System  2. Interactive Digital Panel  3. Removable Rear Bench  
4. Integrated Wash-down System  5. Bilge Vent Fan 6. Battery Tender Gauge  

7. SeaDek Cockpit Insert  8. Power-Pole / Raptor Anchors  9. Lithium Battery Option
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Optional equipment shown

Scan here to 
build your dream!
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OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
 NC = No Charge  NA = Not Availableuu = Optional    uu = Standard   

Chart reflects packaged boat options & accessories



CORAL

MALIBU SKY

SAND

PRO BLUE

EMERALD

MIDNIGHT MIST

SAPPHIRE

RAGE ORANGE

FOREST GREEN

MOCHA

SILVER MIST

VICIOUS GREEN

GUNMETAL

MOJAVE

SKY BLUE

VICTORY RED

CHARCOAL MIST

MALIBU SILVER

REMINGTON MIST

LIGHT GRAY

APRICOT

OCEAN BLUE

MALIBU BLUE

STARLIGHT BLUE

BLUEBERRY

PURPLE

MALIBU PURPLE

CANARY YELLOW

BLUE FOX

RASPBERRY

MALIBU RED

DARK GRAY

APPLE RED

NUTMEG

JADE

SLATE

BLACK FOX

ORINOCO BLUE

MALIBU CORAL

BLACK | WHITE

20          21

BLACKBLACK

FIRE ORANGE

JUNGLE TEAL

SKY

BURGUNDY

FLAX

LIME

TAN

CADET GREY

FOREST

NAVY

TAUPE

CANARY YELLOW

GALAXY BLUE

PACIFIC BLUE

WAVE ROCKET

CHARCOAL

GREY

PURPLE

WAVE/LIQUID SILVER

CLOUD

HEATHER BEIGE

LOGO RED

ZEUS BLACK

FOREST

PEWTER

ULTRA WHITE

BLUE CLEAR

GALAXY BLUE

PLATINUM

WAVE ROCKET

CANARY YELLOW

JUNGLE TEAL

PURPLE

WAVE/LIQUID SILVER

COAL

LIME

RED

ZEUS BLACK

FIRE ORANGE

NAVY

TAN

PREMIUM SEAT STYLE KEY ADVANTAGE/VISION SEAT STYLE KEY

COLOR STYLE KEY

CAP TRIM

MAIN 
STRIPE

SHADOW
STRIPE

HULL BOOT

Insert 2 Insert 2

Insert 1 Insert 1

Main Seat

Flake Boot 

Flake Boot | Flake Hull | Flake Cap 

Silhouette I - Gel Cap | Gel Hull | Gel Boot | Gel or Flake Stripes

Silhouette II - Gel Cap | Flake Hull | Gel Boot | Gel or Flake Stripes 

Silhouette III - Flake Cap | Flake Hull | Gel or Flake Boot | Gel or Flake Stripes 

Radiance Package - Radiance Gel in Shadow Stripe

Additional charge

Additional charge

Additional charge

No charge

Additional charge
*No charge on packaged units

Additional charge
*No charge on packaged units

* Packaged units: Retail units packaged with an outboard. 

New radiance packages available on all Yar-Craft models. This includes color-coordinated accents in the shadow stripe, 
gauge bezels and custom flooring. In order to request a Yar-Craft radiance package, you must allow for all three elements 

to match, no exceptions. Standard custom flooring will be used exclusively for boats not adding radiance accents.

Radiance Packages For Yar-Craft

Rage Orange • Pro Blue • Vicious Lime

YAR-CRAFT PACKAGE OPTIONS



In appreciation of customers who serve, we would like to extend a military 
allowance towards the purchase of a new Yar-Craft to the following: 

 » Active military (CAC verification required)
 » Retired military (CAC verification required)

Our parts store is here to serve you regardless of your boat’s age. We pride 
ourselves in maintaining a broad selection of parts for your brand new ride 
or restoration project. Give us a call and let us help you.

YarCraftStore.com

MILITARY ALLOWANCE

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE Find us on:
Facebook | Instagram | Twitter | YouTube

QUEST is the most robust tournament rewards 
program in the industry. New boat owners are 
automatically signed up for Quest and qualify for 
our Tier-1 incentives for two years. Used Yar-Craft 
owners qualify at the time of warranty transfer 

with a one-time fee. Yar-Craft also rewards the 
highest finishing owner in select circuits. Visit 
YarCraft.com for full details and take advantage 
of the QUEST tournament incentive program! 

UP TO $7,500 FOR TOURNAMENT WINS

 » Open to ALL Yar-Craft owners

 » Quest NEVER expires

 » Highest finishing category

 » FREE for new boat owners

PARTS, CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES

QUEST TOURNAMENT REWARDS

MON-FRI 8:30am - 4:30pm 870.481.5135

OWNER RESOURCES
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Yar-Craft Boats extends to the first, original purchaser of a Yar-Craft boat the following warranties provided the boat 
is a 2012 or newer model sold through an authorized Yar-Craft dealer and said boat has been properly registered with 
Yar-Craft Boat Company. Yar-Craft warrants that it will repair or replace defects in materials or workmanship that occur 
within the applicable warranty periods, subject to the “What this warranty does not cover” section. The applicable 
warranty period runs from the date of delivery to the first original purchaser provided that the boat is delivered within 
twenty four (24) months from the date of manufacture. All warranties run concurrently. 

Defects in structural parts limited to the laminated hull, stringers and transom: Warranty period runs from the duration 
of the first original (1st) purchaser’s period of ownership, or ten years. The transferred warranty period to a 2nd 
purchaser runs ten (10) years from the original delivery date, regardless of when the warranty is transferred. 

Defects in the following factory installed parts, and components will have a warranty period of two (2) years from the 
first original purchase date, unless otherwise covered by their manufacturer. This warranty may be transferred. 

1. Carpet fading (except from spills or leaks).
2. Steering helm, cylinder, hoses, and cables.
3. Boat electrical system, including switches.
4. Seats and pedestals.
5. Fuel tanks.
6. Deck hardware such as locks, cleats, and fasteners. 
7. Aeration pumps, hoses, and valves.
8. Bilge pumps, hoses, and valves. 
9. Yar-Craft Trailers from EZ Loader carry their own warranty (See EZ Loader Trailer Warranty).

Remaining factory installed parts and components: Warranty period runs one (1) year from the date of delivery to the 
original retail purchaser. Defects in the exterior cosmetic gelcoat finish (cracking, crazing or fading): Warranty period 
runs one (1) year from the date of delivery to the original retail purchaser.

Repairs will only be authorized after Yar-Craft Boats is satisfied that there is a defect in material or workmanship.

Coverage remaining under the Warranty period may be transferred by an authorized Yar-Craft dealer, or Yar-Craft, to 
a 2nd purchaser for a $200 fee. The transfer must occur within five (5) years of the original retail sale. The transfer fee 
must be paid within 30 days of purchase of the used boat to transfer the warranty. Proof of purchase date required. 
The purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy is the repair or replacement at Yar-Craft Boats sole option of parts and 
components covered by this warranty. This Yar-Craft boat, including any alleged defective part, must be returned to 
an authorized Yar-Craft dealer within the applicable warranty period to obtain warranty service. The Yar-Craft dealer 
will carry out the warranty procedures on the owner’s behalf. All warranty work will be performed at an authorized 
dealer, at the Yar-Craft factory, or at another repair facility that Yar-Craft Boats selects. The purchaser is responsible for 
expenses associated with transporting the boat to and from the repair facility.

An action for breach of warranty shall be barred unless it is commenced within two (2) years from the date the cause of 
action accrues. An action for breach of any duty or obligation to repair or replace shall be barred unless it is commenced 
within one (1) year from the date the cause of action accrues, regardless of any time remaining in the warranty period.

This warranty is valid in the United States and does not apply to:

1. Engines, out drive, controls, gauges, fuel senders, propellers, batteries, and/or other equipment or accessories that 
are not manufactured by Yar-Craft Boats, whether or not they are warranted by other manufacturers (except as noted).
2. External finishes gel coat, stress fractures, decals, rubber, or plastic composites.
3. Carpet and upholstery wear, fraying, or tearing.
4. A boat, or its components, that have been altered or modified, as to adversely affect its operation, performance, or 
durability.
5. Any damage resulting from an impact with another object.
6. Windshield breakage or leakage around windshield(s), hatches, or other designed openings.
7. Estimated characteristics such as weight, speed, or fuel consumption.
8. A boat, which has been overpowered according to the maximum recommended engine horsepower specified, on 
the capacity plate, which has been altered by the use of a transom bracket, or jack plate in excess of eight (8) inches, 
or six (6) bolts.
9. Any boat which has been misused, used in a negligent manner, used for racing, in rental or other commercial uses, 
used without normal maintenance, operated contrary to any normal intended use as recreations for Yar-Craft Boats, 
involved in an accident, operated in violation of any Federal, State, Coast Guard, or other governmental agency laws, 
rules, and regulations.
10. Loss of time, inconvenience, boat payments, retail charges, travel expense, loss of use, haul out, launch, towing, and 
storage charges, loss or damage to personal property, or other remedies not specifically allowed and are consumer 
bearance.
11. Dealer preparation, cleaning, final adjustments, and alignments done in preparing the boat for delivery.
12. Damage caused to transom because of loose or not tightened motor bolts.

Remedy under this warranty is expressly limited to repair or replacement or defects in materials or workmanship, and 
does not include incidental or consequential damages, which are specifically disclaimed. There are no warranties 
which extend beyond the description on the face hereof. This document contains the entire warranty given by Yar-
Craft Boats, and does not authorize any person or persona, including Yar-Craft dealers, to change the terms of this 
expressed limited warranty. Yar-Craft reserves the right to change or improve the design or manufacture of Yar-Craft 
Boats without obligation to modify any boat previously manufactured, and at any time.

Dealers: Before a warranty repair is initiated, an authorization form needs to be completed by the dealer, and faxed or 
mailed to Yar-Craft for signature, authorization, and review. No warranties will be authorized or approved via e-mail 
or phone. Faxed or mailed claims and authorizations are the only acceptable procedures. Parts will be provided by 
Yar-Craft with return policies noted on the triplicate form. Warranty department at Yar-Craft Boats will authorize the 
repair and then fax or mail authorization back to the dealer. Photos and written explanations for warranty work may be 
required. These should be submitted along with the warranty claim form to Yar-Craft Boats for pre-approval.

When the warranty repair is completed, a copy of the authorization form and a copy of the parts invoice should be 
mailed or faxed to Yar-Craft for proper dealer credit. A credit for the total claim amount will be posted to dealer’s 
account once the copy of the authorized claim form and parts invoice are returned and reviewed. 

Yar-Craft Boats will strive to accommodate all dealers in their warranty endeavors; however, we reserve the right to 
adjust labor hours if in our opinion claimed labor appears excessive. The dealer will be advised of any adjustments.

YAR-CRAFT 10 YEAR TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY
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